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Genome Desertification in Eutherians: Can Gene Deserts
Explain the Uneven Distribution of Genes in Placental
Mamnlalian Genomes?
Waiter Salzburger • Dirk Steinke' Ingo Braasch •
Axel Meyer

Abstract The evolution of genome size as well as structure and organization of genomes belongs among the key
questions of genome biology. Here we show, based on a
comparative analysis of 30 genomes, that there is generally a
tight correlation between the number of genes per chromosome and the length of the respective chromosome in
eukaryotic genomes. The surprising exceptions to this pattern are placental mammalian genomes. We identify the

number and, more importantly, the uneven distribution of
gene deserts among chromosomes, i.e., long (>500 kb)
stretches of DNA that do not encode for genes, as the main
contributing factor for the observed anomaly of eutherian
genomes. Gene-rich placental mammalian chromosomes
have smaller proportions of gene deserts and vice versa. We
show that the uneven distribution of gene deserts is a derived
character state of eutherians. The functional and evolutionary significance of this particular feature of eutherian
genomes remains to be explained.
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Introduction
One of the major challenges of genome biology is the
understanding of how genomes are organized and how
genes are distributed in genomes of different sizes. This
question was brought to the fore and attracted interest after
it was discovered that genomes of vastly different sizes
often contain relatively similar numbers of genes (Bork and
Copley 2001; Gregory 2005; Lynch 2007). Recent comparative genomic studies have uncovered some general
trends in the evolution of genome size. For example, it
appears that larger genomes contain proportionally fewer
genes compared with smaller ones (see, e.g., Gregory
2005); however, they are characterized by higher numbers
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of transposable elements (TEs; Kidwell 2002; Lynch and
Conery 2003). It has further been shown that the total
number of genes in a genome is strongly correlated with
the length of the protein-coding sequence in both prokaryotic and eukaryotic genomes, suggesting that gene
length is highly conserved within each of these two
anciently diverged lineages (Xu et al. 2006, which includes
most of the taxa reported herein). However, whereas gene
number and genome size are correlated in prokaryotes
(Gregory and DeSalle 2005), such a trend does not exist in
eUkaryotic genomes, in which only a small fraction of the
nuclear DNA is protein-coding. Finally, the whole genome
sequencing of mammals during the last years (see, e.g.,
Lander et al. 2001; Lindblad-Toh et al. 2005; Venter et al.
2001) showed that genes are not evenly distributed in a
given genome and that substantial fractions of mammalian
genomes- ::0:25% in the case of Homo sapiens-are made
up of so-called gene deserts, i.e., long regions >500 kb in
length that are devoid of any genes (Venter et al. 2001).
Here we show that in all eukaryotic genomes analyzed,
except in placental mammalian ones, the number of genes
per chromosome is strongly correlated with chromosome
length, irrespective of genome size, chromosome number,
and taxonomy. We then tested whether particular genomic
features, such as repetitive elements or gene deserts, may
account for this difference. We found that the distinctiveness of placental mammal genomes can be best explained
by the uneven distribution of gene deserts.

Materials and Methods
Data Mining
We obtained chromosome length data from the University of
California Santa Cruz (UCSC) genome browser (Karolchik
et al. 2003) and the European Molecular Biology Laboratory
(EMBL) European Bioinformatics Institute (EBI) Web site (
http://www.ebi.ac.uk). Coding genes and their number by
chromosome were obtained from the EBI website for the
following species chosen to be representative for the major
lineage of organismal diversity (in alphabetical order):
Arabidopsis thaliana (thale cress), Aspergillus fumigatus,
Bos taurus (domestic cow), Caenorhabditis briggsae
(roundworm), Candida glabrata (candida yeast), H. sapiens
(human), Leishmania major, Mus musculus (house mouse),
Oryza sativa (domestic rice), Ostreococcus lucimarinus,
Plasmodium falciparum,
Saccharomyces cerevlSlae
(baker's yeast), and Vitis vinifera (common grape wine). We
also used the UCSC genome browser for data from Anopheles gambiae (mosquito), c. elegans (roundworm), Canis
lupus familiaris (dog), Ciona intestinalis (vase tunicate),

Danio rerio (zebrafish), Drosophila melanogaster (fruit fly),
Equus caballus (horse), Gallus gallus (chicken), Gasterosteus aculeatus (three-spine stickleback), Macaca mulatta
(rhesus monkey), Monodelphis domestica (gray short-tailed
opossum), Omithorhynchus anatinus (platypus), Oryzias
latipes (Japanese killifish), Pan troglodytes (chimpanzee),
Rattus norvegicus (brown rat) and Tetraodon nigroviridis
(green spotted puffer fish). In addition we used National
Center for Biotechnology Information GenBank and the
Maize Genetics and Genomics Database for estimations for
Zea mays (maize) (http://www.maizegdb.org). All data were
downloaded in March 2008.
Data for the number of TEs, long interspersed nuclear
elements (LINEs), short interspersed nuclear elements
(SINEs), and simple repeats were obtained from the UCSC
genome browser (KaroIchik et al. 2003) for A. gambiae, B.
taurus, C. briggsae, C. elegans, C. lupus familiaris, c.
intestinalis, D. re rio, D. melanogaster, E. caballus, G.
gal/us, G. aculeatus. H. sapiens. M. muiatta, M. domestica.
M. musculus, O. anatinus, O. latipes, P. troglodytes, R.
norvegicus, and T. nigroviridis, and from the Arabidopsis
information resource (i.e., T AIR) for A. thaliana. All data
were downloaded in March 2008.
We used the information provided by the UCSC genome
browser to identify intergenic regions in A. gambiae. B.
taurus, C. briggsae, C. elegans, C. lupus familiaris, c.
intestinalis, D. re rio, D. melanogaster. E. caballus, G.
gal/us, G. aculeatus, H. sapiens, M. mulaua. M. domestica,
M. musculus, O. anatinus, O. latipes, P. troglodytes, R.
norvegicus, S. cerevisiae, T. nigroviridis. and V. vinifera.
Data for P. falciparum were obtained from the Plasmodium
genome database (Kissinger et al. 2002). No information
on the size of intergenic regions was available for A. thaliana. A. fumigatus, L. major, O. sativa, and Z mays.
However, it has already been shown that the larger genome
of some plant species (e.g., Z mays) is due to the expansion
in number of transposable elements (KidwelI 2002;
Messing et al. 2004). We follow the definition provided by
Venter et al. (2001), who classified all intergenic regions
>500 kb as gene deserts (see Table 1 for a list of taxa,
their genome sizes, and the number and percentage fraction
of gene deserts). We note that other investigators have
applied a modified classification in mammals, defining only
the 3% longest intergenic intervals as gene deserts (Ovcharenko et al. 2005). However, this strategy was not
suitable for our approach comparing a variety of organisms
because it would have led to the classification of very short
intergenic regions as gene deserts in nonvertebrate genomes (e.g., 12 to 70 kb in C. elegans or 2.5 to 80 kb in S.
cerevisiae). In addition, this approach would require an
a priori acceptance of the existence of gene deserts in any
given genome.
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Table 1 Organisms used in this
study and infonnation about
their genomes·

Deserts (%)

18S GenBank accession number

949

36.80

AC I 83378

915

38.33

NR_003286

810

30.44

CN805008

2654.9

895

34.26

NR_003278

2718.9

743

23.19

XOll17

C. lupus Jamilaris

2445.1

552

20.14

DQ287955

B. taurus

2422.9

149

4.26

DQ222453

E. caballus

2367.1

573

23.13

AJ3II673

M. domestica

3431.4

1098

27.77

AJ3II676

O. anatinus

1843.0

161

8.37

AJ311679

G. gal/us

1031.9

200

16.13

AFI73612

D. rerio

Taxon

Assembly size (Mb)

P. troglodytes

3175.6

H. sapiens

3047.0

M. mU/alta

2863.7

M. musculus
R. norvegicus

Deserts (n)

1277.1

129

7.10

XR_045186

O.latipes

724.2

29

6.06

AB 105163
DW607648

G. aculeatus

400.9

0

0.00

T. nigroviridis

217.4

5

1.I7

AJ270032

C. intestinalis

938.1

0

0.00

ABOl3017

Deserts (n)-number of gene
deserts (>500 kB) in a given
genome; deserts (%)-size
fraction of gene deserts
(>500 kB) in a given genome;
18S acc. no

A. gambiae

228.2

0

0.00

AM157179

D. melanogaster

120.4

0

0.00

EU188739

C. elegans

100.3

0

0.00

AY284652

C. briggsae

91.2

0

0.00

U13929

A. Jumigatus

29.4

0

0.00

NT_166520

GenBank accession numbers
of 18S sequences used for
regression equation mapping are
also given. Data were obtained
from GenBank. Note that no
information on the size of
intergenic regions was available
for A. thaliana, A. Jumigalus, L
ajor, O. sativa, and Z. mays.
Also note that assembly size
does not necessarily equal
actual genome size

C. glabrata

12.3

0

0.00

AFII4470

S. cervisiae
Z. mays

12.1

0

0.00

J01353

1979.4

0

0.00

NC_008332

A. thaliana

119.2

0

0.00

X16077

O. Saliva

370.8

0

0.00

AY120865

V. vinifera

303.1

0

0.00

AF321270

13.2

0

0.00

DQ007077

a

O. lucimarinus
L major

32.8

0

0.00

NC_007268

P. Jalciparum

22.9

0

0.00

NC_004325

Analysis of Genome Data
To test the hypothesis that gene number and chromosome
length are correlated, we first plotted the number of genes
per chromosome (N G) versus chromosome length (Le) for
the genomes mentioned previously. Some limitations exist
in the inference of genome and chromosome sizes based
only on sequence data (Gregory 2005), which is in part
caused by the fact that genome sequences are rarely complete. However, these slight differences in completeness
among the sequenced genomes should not affect our
analyses. We used only genomes for which a continuous
genome assembly, in the form of individual chromosomes,
was available; therefore, a satisfactory coverage of these
genomes can be assured. In addition, no systematic a priori
bias in genome completeness can be assumed. We used the
square of the correlation coefficient (R2) to describe the
goodness-of-fit of the data to the hypothesized correlation
between NG and Le. In addition, we performed pairwise

~

comparison using Tukey-Kramer method for unplanned
comparisons among a set of regression coefficients to
identify those pairs of genomes that show significantly
different correlations of NolLe.
We then plotted the total number ofTEs, LINEs, SINEs,
simple repeats, and gene deserts against genome size for
those organisms for which these data were available. The
same procedure was followed with the numbers of TEs,
LINEs, SINEs, simple repeats, and gene deserts per chromosome. To further evaluate the contribution of gene
deserts to the distribution of genes on chromosomes in
mammalian genomes, we plotted the relative proportion of
genes per chromosome (NdTG) plus the relative proportion of gene deserts (NdT0) versus chromosome length
(Le). where NG is the number of genes per chromosome;
TG is the total number of genes in a genome; No is the
number of gene deserts per chromosome; and To is the
total number of gene deserts in a genome. For mammals,
we also plotted the length-corrected sum of the relative
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proportion of genes per chromosome plus the relative
proportion of gene deserts «NdI'G + Nn/TD)/Lc) for each
chromosome. In addition, to test whether the number of
LINEs, SINEs, LTRs, DNA transposons, simple repeats, or
gene deserts compensates best for varying gene densities in
mammalian chromosomes, we performed a partial regression analysis based on NG and Le.
Regression Equation Mapping
We mapped the number of gene deserts as well as their
relative proportion in the respective genome onto a phylogeny based on 18S rRNA sequences (see Table 1 for
GenBank accession numbers) that was in concordance with
recent phylogenomic studies (see, e.g., Delsuc et al. 2006;
Dunn et al. 2008; Lartillot et al. 2007). We performed a
maximum likelihood analysis and 100 maximum likelihood bootstrap replicates with PHyML (Guindon and
Gascuel 2003) using the TrN + r model of sequence
evolution according to ModelGenerator (Keane et al.
2006). To determine whether there is a correlation between
phylogenetic position and number and relative proportion
of gene deserts, we used an independent contrast analysis
(Garland and Ives 2000) as implemented in the phenotypic
diversity analysis program in the Mesquite package
(Maddison and Maddison 2004).

Results

The plot of the number of genes per chromosome against
chromosome length showed very strong correlations for
nonmamrnalian genomes as well as for platypus (monotremes) and opossum (marsupials) (Fig. 1), whereas placental mammalian (eutherian) genomes deviate from this
eukaryote-wide trend (Fig. 2). R2 values for the plot of No!
Le typically are approximately ~0.9 in noneutherian genomes, whereas they are approximately ::;0.6 in mammals.
There are only few exceptions to this pattern: The only two
nonmammalian species with R2 < 0.6 are medaka (0.
lalipes; R = 0.48) and zebrafish (D. rerio; R = 0.37).
These relatively low R2 values appear to be due to the
relative equal size of chromosomes in O. latipes and by
two outIier chromosomes in D. rerio (if those two outlier
chromosomes are removed in D. rerio, R2 is <0.76). The
two nematodes (C. briggsae and C. elegans) also have
relatively small R2 values, which might be due to their
small number of chromosomes and the small range of sizes
of such. The only placental taxon showing R2 > 0.6 is the
rat (R. norvegicus; R2 0.70).
The trend of linear correlation of NolLe in nonplacental
mammals but not in placental mammals was further supported by the pairwise comparison of regression

coefficients by means of Tukey-Kramer method for
unplanned comparisons. This test showed significant differences in most comparisons between eutherian and
noneutherian genomes. The exceptions concerned all
pairwise comparisons with both Caenorhabditis species
and R. norvegicus as well as some comparisons involving
D. rerio and O. lalipes. None of the pairwise comparisons
between two noneutherian (with the exception of D. rerio
and O. talipes as explained previously) or two eutherian
genomes showed significant differences in their regression
coefficients, thus pointing to a deviation from a linear
relation between NG and Le only in eutherian genomes.
Repetitive elements could be one factor to explain the
nonlinearity of NolLe in mammals. However, we found that
the number of TEs, LINEs, and SINEs in a genome is correlated with genome size but not with the number of genes in
a particular genome. The R2 values for the plots of TEs,
LINEs, SINEs, and long terminal repeats (LTRs) against
genome size were 0.93, 0.84, 0.87, and 0.82, respectively.
When plotted against the number of genes, the R2 values
were all <0.04. The numbers of TEs, LINEs, and SINEs per
chromosome also correlate with chromosome length. For
example, regarding the human genome-the most complete
and best-assembled genome of all-the corresponding R2
values were 0.95 forTEs, 0.96 for LINEs, and 0.80 for SINEs
(Supplementary Fig. 1). In addition, the number of DNA
transposons (R 2 0.94), LTRs (R 2 = 0.94), and simple
repeats (R 2 = 0.97) per chromosome was correlated with
chromosome size. Thus, because each class of repetitive
elements correlates with chromosome length, none of these
genomic features seems to account for the uneven gene
density on eutherian chromosomes.
The situation appears different when gene deserts
(intergenic regions >500 kb in size) are considered. That
gene deserts counterbalance the number of genes on
eutherian chromosomes is best illustrated by plotting the
sum of the proportion of genes per chromosome plus the
proportion of gene deserts per chromosome against chromosome size «NdI'G + Nn/TD)/Le) (Fig. 3). This factoring of (NDfTD) into the equation (NdI'oILd leads to
strong correlations in placental genomes with R2 values
between 0.71 (B. taurus) and 0.98 (R. norvegicus). That
gene deserts counterbalance gene densities is further supported by the observation that the length-corrected sum of
the relative proportion of genes per chromosome plus the
relative proportion of gene deserts «NGfTG + Nn/TD)/Ld
appears relatively constant for each chromosome, except
for the Y chromosome (data not shown). Most importantly,
the partial regression analysis showed that in the genomes
of placental mammals, gene deserts, together with SINEs,
have the highest partial regression coefficients with highly
significant p values «0.0 I) (Table 2). This suggests that of
all the genomic features analyzed, gene deserts are the ones
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Fig. 1 The relationship between the number of genes per chromosome (NG) over chromosome length (Le) shows a strong correlation
in nonmammals, irrespective of genome size, chromosome number
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two outlier chromosomes, that of medaka (Oryzias tatipes; 0.48) by
the relatively equal size of its chromosomes and variance in the
number of genes. The somewhat smaller R2-value observed in
Caenorhabditis etegans (R 2 = 0.65) is due to the relatively even
length of its chromosomes (Nelson et al. 2004). which makes it
difficult to test for a linear relationship between NG and Le
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Fig. 2 The correlation between No and Le is weak in genomes of
placental mammals. In general, larger chromosomes also tend to have
more genes in mammals; however, many chromosomes significantly
deviate from a constant NdLc ratio, rendering the genome-wide trend

much weaker in placental mammalian genomes than in all other
genomes. The highest R2 value in a mammal was found for rat
2
(R = 0.70) whose genome contains the smallest relative fraction of
gene deserts

that best account for and contribute to the large variation in
gene densities among mammalian chromosomes. In some
genomes, LINEs and simple repeats also showed p values
<0.01.
The mapping of the number of gene deserts as well as
their relative proportion in the respective genome onto the
phylogeny showed a substantial expansion of the number
of gene deserts in the lineage leading to the placental
mammals. Independent contrast analysis showed that the
observed trend is statistically significant (p > 0.01).

given genome. However, the genomes of placental mammals did not show constant chromosomal gene densities
(Fig. 2), and R2 values were much lower and only ranged
from 0.28 to 0.70.
The difference in NdLc between nonplacental and
placental genomes is further substantiated by a pairwise
comparison of regression coefficients by means of TukeyKramer method for unplanned comparisons, which showed
significant differences in most pairwise comparisons
between mammalian and nonmammalian genomes. The
exceptions concerned all pairwise comparisons with both
Caenorhabditis species and R. norvegicus as well as some
comparisons involving D. rerio and O. latipes. This could
be explained by the similar size of the chromosomes in O.
latipes as well as in both Caenorhabditis species (which
also seems to be responsible for the comparably Iow R2
values in the plot of NdLe of 0.65 and 0.75); the relatively
small and evenly distributed gene deserts in R. norvegicus
(leading to the highest R2 value of 0.70 among mammals);
and two outlier chromosomes in D. rerio. Importantly,
none of the pairwise comparisons between two nonplacental or placental genomes showed significant differences
in their regression coefficients, which strongly points to a

Discussion

We first tested-in 30 plant. fungal, and animal genomes
for which this information was available-whether or not a
linear correlation exists between NG and Le on which they
are located. When plotting the number of genes per chromosome versus chromosome length, we observed a strong
linear correlation in eukaryotic genomes, with the notable
exception of placental mammals (Fig. 1). R2 values were
typically >D.9, suggesting relatively constant ratios of gene
number per chromosome length for all chromosomes in a
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Table 2 Results from the partial regression analysis a
Feature

H. sapiens

P. troglodytes

M. mulatta

M. musculus

R. norvegicus

C. familiaris
-0.441*

0.537*

0.132

0.832*

0.666*

0.3562*

LINEs

0.330

0.260

0.156

0.081

0.149

SINEs

0.618*

0.901*

0.322

0.743*

0.816*

B. taurus

E. caballus

LTRs

-0.0218

0.034

0.001

0.452

0.121

-0.095

-0.620

DNA transp.

-0.233

-0.303

0.001

0.132

0.164

0.140

0.395

0.305

Simple repeats

-0.132

-0.156

0.127

-0.374

0.041

-0.339*

-0.542*

0.186

0.837*

0.941*

Gene deserts

0.533*

0.883*

0.532*

0.353

0.603*

-0.2172

0.513*

" The partial regression coefficients for the respective contribution to NdLc is given for LINEs, SINEs, LTRs, DNA transposons, simple repeats,
and gene deserts. The highest coefficient for each genome is shown in bold, and significant values (p > 0.01) are marked with an asterisk

deviation from a linear relation between NG and Le only in
eutherian genomes.
We hypothesized that this characteristic in the genomes
of placental mammals might be due to particular genomic
features of this group. We therefore examined whether the
distribution of repeats, TEs, subclasses thereof (LINEs,
SINEs), or gene deserts might be responsible for the
unexpected variation in gene densities on different mammalian chromosomes. To this end, we plotted the number
of TEs, LINEs, SINEs, simple repeats, and gene deserts
against genome size and chromosome length. We found
that although the number of TEs, LINEs, and SINEs is

strongly correlated with genome size itself (as already
shown by, e.g., Kidwell 2002; Lynch and Conery 2003)
and also with chromosome length, none of these classes of
repeat elements contributes particularly strongly to the
observed pattern (Supplementary Fig. I). Instead, it
appears that the uneven distribution of gene deserts on
mammalian chromosomes accounts for the deviations from
otherwise constant ratios of NGlLe.
The plot of the sum of the relative proportion of genes
per chromosome plus the relative proportion of gene
deserts per chromosome versus chromosome length
showed a strong correlation in placental mammals, with R2
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values ranging from 0.71 (cow) to 0.98 (rat) (Fig. 3). This
suggests that the distribution of genes and gene deserts
counterbalance one another and predicts that, in eutherians,
chromosomes with fewer genes have proportionally more
gene deserts and vice versa. Indeed, such an observation
has already been reported from the human genome, in
which the proportion of gene deserts in the gene-rich
chromosomes 17, 19, and 22 is less than half compared
with the gene-poor chromosomes 4, 13, and 18 (Venter
et al. 2001). In addition, partial regression analysis showed
that the number of gene deserts, together with SINEs,
contribute most to the lack of fit between the number of
genes and the length of the respective chromosomes in
placental mammals (Table 2). Note that in some genomes,
LINEs and simple repeats also showed p values <0.01.
This is not surprising, given that SINEs, LINEs, and simple
repeats are not completely independent from gene deserts,
which have been shown to be enriched with such repetitive
elements (Ovcharenko et al. 2005). However, because
these repetitive elements are in general evenly distributed
across genomes (see Supplementary Fig. I for human),
they are unlikely to account for the uneven distribution of
gene numbers on eutherian chromosomes.
A randomization test for phylogenetic signal showed that
both the number of gene deserts and their relative proportion in a genome are significantly associated with the
organisms' phylogenetic position (p < 0.01). This suggests
that the genomic organization of placental mammals,
characterized by a much higher number and an uneven
distribution of gene deserts, is a derived state among the
studied genomes. The number of gene deserts in a genome
is most likely dependent on genome size, and it will be
interesting to see how many gene deserts can be identified in
very large genomes, such as lungfish or salamander, and
whether per-chromosome gene densities also vary in these
genomes. As we show here, the distribution of gene deserts
does not appear to be dependent on genome size. This is
best illustrated by the genome sizes of platypus (0. anatinus; 3.0 Gb) and gray short-tailed opossum (M. domestica;
3.4 Gb), which show strong correlations between NolLe
(R 2 = 0.94 and R2 = 0.95, respectively) and which lie
within the range of the sizes of the placental mammalian
genomes analyzed here ranging from 3.1 Gb (horse and
dog) to 3.6 Gb (chimpanzee). Hence, the uneven distribution of gene deserts is the most likely explanation for the
deviation from constant chromosome gene density in placental mammalian genomes. We are aware that, thus far,
only a limited number of genomes are available for such
kinds of analyses. It remains to be elucidated whether or not
the uneven distribution of genes and gene deserts is also
found in other large noneutherian genomes, such as salamanders of lungfishes. The inclusion of larger genomes
from other lineages seems crucial to test our hypothesis.

The uneven distribution of gene deserts is not the only
peculiarity of eutherian genomes. The eutherian karyotype
seems to be extensively rearranged compared with the
ancestral vertebrate karyotype (Ferguson-Smith and Trifonov 2007). This genomic rearrangement occurred after
the divergence from marsupials because the genome of the
opossum is more syntenic to the chicken genome than it is
to the human one (Ferguson-Smith and Trifonov 2007;
Mikkelsen et al. 2007). Our results, which demonstrate the
similarity of overall genome organization found in chicken,
platypus, and opossum (again to the exclusion of eutherian
mammals) are in agreement with this previous finding.
Although such chromosome rearrangements might explain
the overall similarity in the organization of placental
mammalian genomes, they cannot explain the origin of the
uneven distribution of gene deserts therein. Fusion or fission of ancestral chromosomes with an even distribution of
gene deserts along these chromosomes would necessarily
lead to an even distribution of gene deserts in the newly
rearranged chromosomes. Within-genome differences in
chromosome length do not seem to contribute to the distribution of gene deserts, either: Micro-chromosomes (as
observed in chicken or platypus) or giant chromosomes
(such as chromosome 1 in the gray short-tailed opossum)
show strong correlations in chromosome gene densities.
More than 20 years ago, Ohno (1985) postulated the
desertification of the euchromatic region of the higher
vertebrates' genomes owing to continuous gene duplication
events followed by degeneration of newly emerged gene
copies in their evolutionary history. Only with the first
release of the complete sequence of the human genome in
2001 was Ohno's prediction of the existence of such
deserts confirmed (Lander et al. 2001; Venter et al. 2001).
Another mechanism to generate imbalance of gene deserts
between chromosomes might be large intra-chromosomal
duplications, from which some mammalian-specific gene
deserts appear to have evolved (Itoh et al. 2005). However,
the functional or evolutionary significance of gene deserts
is not yet fully understood. At first glance, gene deserts
seem to be devoid of biologic functions because of their
lack of protein-coding DNA. Despite this, some gene
deserts have been shown to contain important regulatory
and sometimes ultraconserved regions for neighboring
genes that function over large distances (Bejerano et al.
2004; Nobrega et al. 2003; Sandelin et al. 2004). In addition, the observation of stable gene deserts with homologous flanking genes (often transcription factors), which are
maintained for long evolutionary durations (Ovcharenko
et al. 2005), as well as the existence of numerous conserved
nongenic sequences in mammalian genomes (Dermitzakis
et al. 2005; Siepel et al. 2005) suggest that gene deserts are
not just genomic junkyards but instead might be of functional significance. However, some gene deserts can be
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deleted without noticeable phenotypic effects (Nobrega
et al. 2004). Thus, it remains unclear whether the uneven
accumulation of gene deserts in eutherian chromosomes,
which appears to be the strongest causal agent for the
observed relative lack of a NG/Lc relation in the genomes
of placental mammals, is simply a byproduct of their
genome evolution and possibly the long-term decrease in
population-size (Lynch and Conery 2003), as would be
suggested by the enrichment of gene deserts along the
evolutionary lineage leading to mammals. Upcoming
detailed reconstructions of ancestral vertebrate genomes
will help clarify these points.
Alternatively, this particular architectural feature of
eutherian genomes might be linked to some of their morphologic, physiologic, neurologic, and cognitive evolutionary innovations, possibly by regulating genes with
essential functions in development (e.g., see de la CalleMustienes et al. 2005; Taylor 2005). It has recently been
hypothesized that regulatory elements in gene deserts
function in the regulation of core vertebrate genes (Bejerano et al. 2004; de la Calle-Mustienes et al. 2005; Lindblad-Toh et al. 2005; Taylor 2005). Furthermore,
approximately 20% of conserved noncoding elements are
eutherian-specific (Mikkelsen et al. 2007). Thus, the
uneven distribution of gene deserts could itself be caused
by an underlying pattern of uneven distribution of some
core genes in placental genomes. This hypothesis should be
tested in the future.
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